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Abstract—In this paper, multilevel coded asymmetric mod-
ulation with multistage decoding and unequal error protection
(UEP) is discussed. These results further emphasize the fact
that unconventional signal set partitionings are more promising
than traditional (Ungerboeck-type) partitionings, to achieve
UEP capabilities with multilevel coding and multistage decoding.
Three types of unconventional partitionings are analyzed for
asymmetric 8-PSK and 16-QAM constellations over the additive
white Gaussian noise channel to introduce design guidelines.
Generalizations to other PSK and QAM type constellations follow
the same lines. Upper bounds on the bit-error probability based
on union bound arguments are first derived. In some cases, these
bounds become loose due to the large overlappings of decision
regions associated with asymmetric constellations and uncon-
ventional partitionings. To overcome this problem, simpler and
tighter approximated bounds are derived. Based on these bounds,
it is shown that additional refinements can be achieved in the
construction of multilevel UEP codes, by introducing asymmetries
in PSK and QAM signal constellations.
Index Terms—Asymmetric constellations, multilevel coded
modulation, multistage decoding, unequal error protection, union
bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
UNCONVENTIONAL signal set partitionings are a goodapproach to achieve unequal error protection (UEP) ca-
pabilities in multilevel coded modulation and multistage de-
coding [1], as shown in the companion paper [2]. In general,
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UEP channel coding should be designed based on the character-
istics of the source encoder output, with respect to the proportion
and the desired quality of each bit stream. This motivates the use
of nonuniform (asymmetric) signal constellations together with
unconventional partitionings [3] to obtain additional freedom in
the code construction.
Previous work on coded modulation for UEP with asym-
metric constellations has been presented in [3]–[5], all for the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and in [6]
and [7] for the Rayleigh/Rician fading channels. Multilevel
codes were designed based on minimum squared Euclidean
distance (SED) for the AWGN channel [3], and by minimum
symbol and product distance for the Rayleigh fading channel
[6], and computer simulations at relatively high bit-error rates
(BER’s). However, asymptotic evaluations based on distance
parameters alone are insufficient for designing multilevel codes
with multistage decoding, since the multiple representations
of signal labels affect the error performance significantly at
practical BER. Signal constellations named “32-diamond con-
stellation” have been designed based on cutoff rate arguments
for Rayleigh/Rician fading channels in [7]. However, this
approach only deals with limited cases, and cutoff rate argu-
ments do not predict the code performance precisely in many
situations. The fact that no general theoretical analysis on the
bit-error performance has been derived for multilevel codes has
resulted in somewhat ad hoc code constructions (although in
[5] an upper bound for trellis codes with maximum-likelihood
decoding is presented). Therefore, a systematic approach for
the construction of multilevel UEP codes is desired.
In this paper, multilevel coded asymmetric modulations with
multistage decoding and UEP capabilities are discussed to ob-
tain additional refinements in the matched design of source-
channel coding systems. Three unconventional set partitionings
are applied to asymmetric 8-PSK constellations and their error
performance is discussed. Upper bounds on the bit-error prob-
ability, when linear block component codes are used over the
AWGN channel, are derived by extending union bound argu-
ments introduced in [2], [8], and [10] to asymmetric PSK con-
stellations.
In deriving the pairwise-error probabilities contributing to
the corresponding union bounds for multistage decoding of
multilevel coded modulation schemes, two general cases are
explicitly distinguished and applied in this paper. In the first
case, each pair of code sequences considered in the union
0090–6778/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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bound, and representing two codewords which differ in
positions defines a distinct -dimensional decision region.
These -dimensional decision regions simply correspond
to the underlying two-dimensional constellation, replicated
in orthogonal dimensions, so that Pythagoras’ theorem
holds. This method applies to conventional Ungerboeck-type
partitioning [9], as shown in [2] and [10]. However, for
many unconventional partitionings (possibly together with
asymmetric constellations), different pairs of code sequences
considered in the union bound share the same decision regions,
so that Pythagoras’ theorem no longer holds. In this case,
the line joining the code sequences of each pair considered
in the -dimensional Euclidean space is no longer always
orthogonal to the decision region considered by the decoder. As
a result, the distance between the code sequence considered and
the corresponding decision region is no longer always obtained
from independent contributions of the symbols composing
this code sequence. A second approach in evaluating the
pairwise-error probability is therefore necessary, as presented
in [2] although this case has not been explicitly discriminated.
It is observed that, as the distribution of nearest neighbors
depends on the asymmetries, the union bound becomes loose
in some cases, because of the important overlappings of deci-
sion regions. As a remedy, a tighter and simpler approximated
upper bound is derived, by considering the asymmetries and cor-
responding equivalent numbers of nearest neighbors. This new
bound is based on Pythagoras’ theorem and constitutes only an
approximation for many unconventional partitionings.
The same set partitioning strategies are also applied to
16-QAM constellations. It is shown that the extensions of the
analytical methods developed for 8-PSK allow in many cases
to derive tight bounds on the bit-error probability associated
with QAM signaling. In some cases, however, a second im-
provement to the union bound is required. This is due to the
fact that, for some unconventional partitionings, overlappings
of error regions defined from the union bound may correspond
to correct decisions.
Based on these tight analytical bounds, it is shown that addi-
tional refinements in choosing the number of UEP levels, and
the error performances associated with each level, can be ac-
complished with asymmetric constellations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
asymmetric 8-PSK and 16-QAM signal constellations in multi-
level coded modulation for multistage decoding and UEP are in-
troduced. Upper bounds on bit-error probability based on union
bound arguments and tighter approximations are derived for
three types of partitioning for asymmetric 8-PSK in Section III.
In Section IV, the error performances for asymmetric 16-QAM
with the three unconventional partitioning methods are derived.
Finally, conclusions on this work are given in Section V.
II. UNCONVENTIONAL SET PARTITIONINGS OF ASYMETRIC
CONSTELLATIONS FOR UEP
A. Set Partitionings
We consider three types of unconventional partitionings,
originally proposed in [2] and [8] for symmetric PSK (and
QAM) constellations, to provide UEP capabilities with asym-
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Nonuniform constellations: (a) 8-PSK and (b) 16-QAM.
metric modulations in this paper. In block partitioning [2],
signal points in a subset are contained in disjoint half planes
at each level. It can be regarded as an opposite approach to
Ungerboeck partitioning, in which the number of nearest
neighbors is minimized at the expense of intra-set distance. As
a result, UEP capabilities are easily achieved by using more
powerful component codes at the first levels of partitioning.
This approach is suitable for levels of error protection with
the same levels of partitioning ( -ary signal constellations).
On the other hand, hybrid-type partitionings take the advan-
tages of both partitioning methods to give -levels
of error protection. Two partitionings are considered. Direct
hybrid or hybrid-I partitioning1 [2] is obtained by applying
block partitioning to the first index levels, followed by
levels of Ungerboeck partitioning, with .
This can be interpreted as enhancing the quality of the least
important bits by Ungerboeck partitioning once all other
levels have been designed based on block partitioning. Mixed
hybrid or hybrid-II partitioning can be considered as another
strategy to trade off the performance of lower index levels for
an increase in the proportion of most important bits (MIB).
The partitioning is done such that, at lower index levels, some
signal points are grouped as in Ungerboeck partitioning. Note
that it is possible to mix these hybrid-type approaches in one
constellation, by applying the hybrid-I partitioning in higher
index levels and the hybrid-II partitioning in lower index levels,
although this extension is not treated in this paper. These
three partitionings are depicted in Fig. 2 for an asymmetric
8-PSK constellation. The set partitionings are represented in
the figures in such a way that, at first partitioning level, signal
points are partitioned by color (black and white) and at the
second level by symbols (square and circle).
B. Asymmetric 8-PSK and 16-QAM Constellations
In Sections III and IV, the unconventional partitionings de-
scribed above are extended to asymmetric 8-PSK and 16-QAM
constellations. The 8-PSK constellation of interest in this paper
is depicted in Fig. 1(a). This eight signal point constellation can
be viewed as the augmentation of a pair of points in a quadrant
by a phase rotated version of itself [11].
Let (degrees) be the angle between two signal points in a
quadrant of an 8-PSK signal constellation, where ranges from
1Since another hybrid-type partitioning is considered, “hybrid” in Part I [2]
is referred to as “hybrid-I” in this paper.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Asymmetric 8-PSK constellation with: (a) block partitioning; (b) hybrid-I partitioning; (c) hybrid-II partitioning.
TABLE I
LIST OF UNCONVENTIONAL PARTITIONINGS FOR ASYMMETRIC 8-PSK MODULATIONS
0 to 90. The projection of signal points on the - ( -)coordinate
axis takes four values, , , , and , where
(1)
respectively, for unitary radius. Also considered are 16-QAM
constellations such as those depicted in Fig. 1(b), with point
coordinates in the set and normalized to
.
III. ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CODED
ASYMETRIC 8-PSK MODULATION WITH
MULTISTAGE DECODING AND UEP
In this section, upper bounds are derived on the bit-error prob-
ability for coded asymmetric 8-PSK modulations and the three
types of unconventional partitionings represented in Fig. 2 over
the AWGN channel. These upper bounds are union bounds de-
fined from the evaluation of pairwise-error probabilities. The
corresponding parameters are given as follows in Table I: hy-
brid-I: a) ; b) ; and c) in
which denotes the average number of nearest
neighboring signal points at the th partitioning level and de-
notes the intra-set SED. For , let be the binary
error correcting code applied as a component code
to the th level, and let denote the number of codewords of
weight in .
A. Upper Bounds on BER with Block Partitioning
In block partitioning [2], signal points in a subset are con-
tained in disjoint half planes, as shown in Fig. 2(a). At the first
and second partitioning levels, the average number of nearest
neighbor sequences is with , respectively,
as opposed to for Ungerboeck partitioning [9]. This re-
duction in error coefficient is realized at the expense of a non-
increasing intra-set distance at each level of the partitioning.
Consequently, the first decoding stage achieves an impressive
coding gain, but the third decoding stage degrades in perfor-
mance. These characteristics can be refined with an asymmetric
constellation by choosing different values of in Fig. 2(a). Note
that, as expected, in the limiting case , the constellation of
Fig. 2(a) tends to a Gray mapped quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK) constellation indexed by the first two label bits.
Decoding and the associated error performance analysis can
be given in the same fashion as for the symmetric constellation
case [2], and are briefly reviewed in the following. Note that the
decision regions in this case cannot be replicated by orthog-
onal two-dimensional constellations in contrast with the cases
treated in [10], because different code sequences share the same
decision regions as can be seen in Fig. 2(a).
Assume the all-zero codeword is transmitted in the first
(second) level, and define as the decoded
codeword of Hamming weight . Decoding can be achieved
by using the projection of the received signal components on
the - ( -)coordinate axis. Consider, for the nonzero positions
of , components of the corresponding signal sequence have
projection value and the other components have
projection value . The SED between the transmitted signal
sequence and the decision hyperplane
associated with this pairwise error is given by [2]
(2)
where and vary with the choice of , as indicated by
(1). Note that the number of such hyperplanes is among the
total error events.
Assuming encoding in systematic form, the probability of a
bit error over the AWGN channel, with a nonuniform 8-PSK
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Fig. 3. Upper bounds and simulation results for an asymmetric 8-PSK
constellation with  = 22:5 and block partitioning.
constellation and block partitioning, at level , , can be
upper bounded by union bound arguments as [12]
(3)
where is the overall rate of the multilevel
code in bits/symbol, denotes the energy per information
bit to noise ratio, and
(4)
An upper bound on bit-error probability for the third level
of nonuniform 8-PSK constellations can be obtained by simple
union bound arguments, with , as
(5)
However, these bounds do not consider propagation of errors
between stages, which is expected with extreme values. To
encompass error propagation effects to the third decoding stage,
the results in [2] are extended to approximate the upper bound
as
(6)
Note that there does not occur any error propagation from the
first stage to the second because the corresponding decoding
processes are independent.
B. Results for Block Partitioning
The upper bounds derived above are compared with computer
simulations in Fig. 3. The component codes are the (64, 30, 14)
extended BCH (ex-BCH) code for the first level, the (64, 57, 4)
ex-BCH code for the second level, and the (64, 39, 10) ex-BCH
code for the third levelofblockpartitioning.Theangle inFig.1(a)
Fig. 4. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 8-PSK and
parameter : block partitioning.
is set to , and the overall rate of this multilevel code
is bits/symbol. Soft decision decoding based on
ordered statistics [13] was applied to all the simulations in this
paper, with sufficient reprocessing order to achieve practically
optimum performance at each decoder stage. It can be observed
that the upper bounds in (3) and (6) are tight, and that this multi-
level code shows three levels of error protection capability, with
proportions of bits at each level different from those reported in
[2].
The required toachieve ,where the bound is
sufficiently tight, is calculated in Fig. 4 by the upper bounds in (3)
and (6) as a function of for a nonuniform 8-PSK constellation.
The component codes are the (64, 18, 22), (64, 45, 8), and (64, 63,
2)ex-BCHcodesat thefirst, second,andthird levels, respectively.
The overall rate is bits/symbol. The required to
achieve the same bit-error probability with uncoded QPSK is also
shown as a reference. Compared with uniform 8-PSK constella-
tions ( ), a lower bit-error probability can be provided at
the first and second levels in nonuniform 8-PSK constellations if
is smaller than 45, due to the enhanced intra-set distances. On
the other hand, the performance of the third level degrades be-
cause the signal points within a quadrant get closer for smaller
values of . For this choice of component codes, good tradeoffs
in error performance between the three decoding stages are pos-
sible for . For , the error performance of the second
decoding stage becomes worse than that of the third stage, pro-
vided correct decisions at the second stage were made. However,
as shown in Fig. 4, errors propagate so that both stages have about
the same error performance.
C. Upper Bounds on BER with Hybrid-I Partitioning
Hybrid-I partitioning [2] for 8-PSK constellation is realized
by introducing Ungerboeck partitioning at the second level, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the error performance of the first
level is the same as for block partitioning. On the other hand,
the intra-set distance of the third partitioning level is enhanced to
regardless of , with increased average nearest signal se-
quences at the second level, as discussed later. By proper choice
of the component codes, the error performances of the last two
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levels can be balanced out so that two levels of error protection
are achieved.
For , the average number of nearest signal points
in Fig. 2(b) is one at the second partitioning level. However,
for half the points in each half-plane corresponding to the de-
coding of first stage, a second neighbor (at greater distance) ex-
ists, which results in increased multiplicity, as shown in the fol-
lowing. On the other hand, for , only one of the two
points has one nearest signal point, while both have one nonn-
earest neighbor. Note that symmetric constellation with
is the intersection of these two cases in which all the neighbors
have equivalent contributions.
For a nonuniform 8-PSK constellation, the upper bounds on
the BER for the first and third levels are the same as for block
partitioning, and are given by (3) and (5), respectively, after
modifying the value . Next, a union bound on the error perfor-
mance of the second stage for hybrid-I partitioning is presented.
This bound is derived by evaluating the pairwise-error proba-
bility associated with each possible error sequence. Note that
the distribution of neighboring signal points differs from that
considered in the analysis of uniform 8-PSK given in [2]. For
signal points whose projection value on the -coordinate axis
is (referred to as “inner points” in the following), the SED
to the two neighboring points are and
, respectively. The other signal
points (referred to as “outer points”) have one nearest signal
point at distance .
In evaluating the pairwise-error probability, again the SED
between transmitted and decoded sequence is needed. As op-
posed to the derivation of (3) a distinct decision region is as-
sociated with each pair of code sequences considered. Conse-
quently, Pythagoras’ theorem holds. Assume without loss of
generality that the all-zero sequence is transmitted at the second
level and denote by the weight of an incorrectly decoded
codeword at the second level. As an “inner point” (or “outer
point”) is selected with probability 1/2, it can be assumed that
“inner points” (signal points with label “ ”
in which is arbitrary) and “outer points” (“ ”) are
transmitted. For this codeword , consider an error event in
which, for the transmitted “inner points,” sym-
bols correspond to erroneous “inner points” (“ ”) at distance
, and the remaining symbols correspond to erroneous
“outer points” (“ ”) located at . The transmitted
“outer points” have only one nearest neighbor located at .
It follows from Pythagoras’ theorem that the SED between the
transmitted sequence and the incorrectly decoded codeword can
be expressed as
(7)
From union bound arguments, an upper bound on the error per-
formance with respect to the second decoding stage is given by
(8)
With error propagation, the upper bounds can be again ap-
proximated by
(9)
It should be noted that (9) can give an overestimation of error
propagation from the second to the third decoding stages. This
is true especially when is small, because the labeling of the
third partitioning level can be viewed as block partitioning. In
this case, however, a better code design can be found and the
issue of error propagation is not investigated further.
D. Approximated Bound for the Second Stage of Hybrid-I
Partitioning
In the following, a simple approximation of (8) based
on Pythagoras’ theorem with respect to the constellations
of Fig. 2(b) is derived. Consider first the case . As
mentioned previously, “inner points” have two neighboring
signal points at the SED and , respectively. This implies
that the two corresponding decision boundaries and
are located at the SED and , respectively. Let us
consider how much effects these neighboring signal points
totally have when that of the closest signal point is normalized
to 1. This defines effective number of nearest neighbors, ex-
tending the conventional concepts in [2], [14], and [15] where
the number of neighboring signal points is counted only for
symmetric constellations. For a transmitted signal point and
the corresponding received signal point , define the likelihood
ratio as
(10)
This definition suggests that the effective number of nearest
neighbors associated with “inner points” can be estimated as
with respect to the SED . Note that hybrid-I parti-
tioning with symmetric 8-PSK modulation ( ) is a special
case with . Since half of the points (“inner points”) in
Fig. 2(b) correspond to this case, and half of the points (“outer
points”) have only one nearest neighbor, the effective error co-
efficient associated with the SED for hybrid-I parti-
tioning becomes
(11)
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Fig. 5. Upper bounds and simulation results for an asymmetric 8-PSK
constellation with  = 40 and hybrid-I partitioning.
The same arguments as in [2] can now be applied to obtain
an approximation for an upper bound on the error performance
of the second level, which results in
(12)
If is larger than 45, then and the effective number
of nearest neighbors for an “inner point” becomes ,
and for “outer points.” Therefore, for , the effective
error coefficient is defined as
(13)
and is defined as in (12) after replacing by .
In [15] and [16], it is pointed out that for uniform constel-
lations and multistage decoding, the effective error coefficient
can be expressed as the product of: 1) the number of component
codewords with Hamming weight and 2) the th power of the
average number of nearest signal points for each signal point in
a subset, for QAM constellations with Ungerboeck-type parti-
tioning. The above technique can be regarded as a generalization
to asymmetric constellations, to consider the effects of second
nearest neighbor points, when Pythagoras’ theorem applies.
E. Results for Hybrid-I Partitioning
As an example, component codes are selected as the (64, 30,
14) ex-BCH code both at the first and second levels, and the
(64, 63, 2) ex-BCH code at the third level. The angle is set to
and the overall code rate is bits/symbol.
The curves derived from (8) and (12) overlap at all signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) values, as expected. The simulation results
and corresponding union bounds, for all levels are depicted in
Fig. 5 together with the performance of uncoded QPSK. Two
levels of UEP are provided with relatively small proportion of
MIB.
Fig. 6. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 8-PSK
constellations and parameter : hybrid-I partitioning.
Due to the tightness of the upper bounds at the BER 10 ,
these bounds can be used to devise a UEP coded system as
for block partitioning. In Fig. 6, the required to achieve
is calculated based on the derived bounds for the
hybrid-I partitioning and uncoded QPSK. The component codes
are the (64, 30, 14), (64, 30, 14), and (64, 63, 2) ex-BCH codes
at the first, second, and third levels, respectively, and the overall
code rate is bits/symbol. For , the multi-
level code has two levels of protection, while for ,
error propagation from second to third decoding stage is not as
severe. The required for the third level is constant within
this range, because the intra-set distance of the third partitioning
level is constant regardless of . If becomes too large, then the
error performance of the first level dominates the other levels
and errors propagate.
F. Upper Bounds on BER with Hybrid-II Partitioning
Another partitioning scheme in Fig. 2(c), referred to as
hybrid-II [8], is given by clustering signal points and labeling
according to Ungerboeck set partitioning rules at lower index
levels. Compared with block partitioning, the intra-set distance
at the second level is enhanced at the cost of increasing the
number of decision regions for the first level. In the limiting
case , this partitioning naturally becomes an Ungerboeck
mapped QPSK constellation.
With hybrid-II partitioning, upper bounds on the bit-error
probability for the second- and third-stage decoders follow di-
rectly from the union bound,
(14)
However, at the first decoding stage, the effect of nonnearest
neighbors cannot be ignored when decreases and Pythagoras’
theorem no longer holds since different pairs of code sequences
share the same decision region in Fig. 2(c). In this case, the
union bound should be considered in terms of the cluster con-
taining two signal points of a quadrant. Due to the symmetry of
the decision regions in Fig. 2(c) with respect to the first-stage
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labeling, it can be assumed that the all-zero sequence is trans-
mitted at all the levels without loss of any generality due to the
uniform symmetry of the constellation. That is, all the trans-
mitted signals are labeled “000.” As before, define as the
Hamming weight of an erroneous decoded codeword at the
first stage. By considering the -dimensional decision hyper-
plane corresponding to -coordinate axes and
-coordinate axes with respect to Fig. 2(c), the asso-
ciated pairwise-error probability can be derived based on the
SED between the transmitted signal sequence representing the
all-zero codeword and this hyperplane, which can be expressed
in the same form as (2). As a result, a union bound for the first
decoding stage of hybrid-II partitioning is given by
(15)
where is given in (2). Again, (9) based on (14) and (15)
is used to include error propagation.
G. Approximated Bound for the First Stage of Hybrid-II
Partitioning
The upper bound (15) for the first decoding stage becomes
loose when a powerful component code (with large minimum
Hamming distance) and small values of are chosen, due to
the important overlappings of decision regions in the -dimen-
sional space associated with .
Based on Fig. 2(c), a similar approximation as for hybrid-I
partitioning follows after defining:
(16)
Note that all the signal points have now the same distribution of
neighbors. An approximated upper bound for the error perfor-
mance of the first level of hybrid-II partitioning is obtained by
regarding as the effective number of nearest neighbors
associated with any signal point in Fig. 2(c), so that
(17)
Equation (17) follows from applying Pythagoras’ theorem from
Fig. 2(c) to the -dimensional space associated with the error
event of weight considered. Although not exact since (15)
cannot be derived based on Pythagoras’ theorem [as opposed
to (7)], this approach provides a simple yet tight approximation
which can be justified by simple geometrical arguments.
H. Results for Hybrid-II Partitioning
As an example, consider as component codes the (64, 30, 14)
ex-BCH code at the first level, the (64, 57, 4) ex-BCH code at
the second level, and the (64, 39, 10) ex-BCH code at the third
level. The angle is set to , and the overall rate of this
multilevel code is bits/symbol.
Fig. 7. Upper bounds and simulation results for first-stage decoding:
asymmetric 8-PSK constellation with  = 30 and hybrid-II partitioning.
Fig. 8. Upper bounds and simulation results for an asymmetric 8-PSK
constellation with  = 30 and hybrid-II partitioning (AB: approximated
bound).
Fig. 9. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 8-PSK and
parameter : hybrid-II partitioning.
In Fig. 7, simulation results of the first level are compared
with (15) and (17). As a reference, the truncated union bound
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10. Signal labeling of 16-QAM constellation with: (a) block partitioning; (b) hybrid-I partitioning; and (c) hybrid-II partitioning.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH PARTITIONINGS OF A 16-QAM ASYMMETRIC CONSTELLATION
assuming only one nearest signal point (“ ” in Fig. 7) is
also plotted. The approximation in (17) meets the simulation
results for BER’s lower than and is tighter than the exact
union bound. In addition, it can be observed that considering
only the nearest signal point ( ) does not give an upper
bound for this value of . Simulation results and union bounds
for all levels are included in Fig. 8 and compared with uncoded
QPSK.
In Fig. 9, the required to achieve is de-
picted for the hybrid-II partitioning and uncoded QPSK. The
component codes are the (64, 18, 22), (64, 57, 4), and (64, 51, 6)
ex-BCH codes at the first, second, and third levels, respectively.
The overall code rate is bits/symbol. Three protection
levels are possible for , and only two for .
IV. ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CODED ASYMETRIC
16-QAM MODULATION WITH MULTISTAGE DECODING
AND UEP
In this section, multilevel UEP coded modulation based
on asymmetric 16-QAM is analyzed for the AWGN channel.
This is because compared with asymmetric PSK signaling, in
some cases new considerations are necessary when evaluating
the corresponding error performances. 16-QAM constellations
with block, hybrid-I, and hybrid-II partitioning are depicted in
Fig. 10(a)–(c), respectively. The parameters associated with
the three partitionings are compared in Table II (hybrid-I:
a) ; b) ; and c)
) where denotes the average
number of nearest neighboring signal points at th partitioning
level.
For , let be the linear binary
error correcting code applied as component code to th level,
and let denote the number of codewords of weight in
. Let bits/symbol be the rate of
the multilevel code.
A. Upper Bounds on BER and Results with Block Partitioning
The derivation of the upper bound on the BER for block par-
titioning with the 16-QAM constellation depicted in Fig. 10(a)
follows the same line of arguments as for 8-PSK constellations.
The bound for the first and second levels can be represented by
(3) after replacing and in (2) by proper values. Based on
the union bound, upper bounds on the bit-error probability for
the third and fourth decoding stages of the 16-QAM constella-
tions considered are given by
(18)
The required to achieve , where the bound
is sufficiently tight, is depicted in Fig. 11 as a function of
for nonuniform 16-QAM constellations. The component codes
are the (64, 18, 22) ex-BCH, (64, 24, 16) ex-BCH, (64, 36,
12) ex-BCH, and ex-BCH codes. The overall rate
is bits/symbol. The same behavior as for 8-PSK with
block partitioning is observed. That is, for the first and second
levels, the error performance is enhanced with larger values of
due to the increased intra-set distance, at the expense of
larger bit-error probabilities for the remaining levels.
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Fig. 11. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 16-QAM and
parameter  : block partitioning.
B. Results of Hybrid-I Partitioning
Hybrid-I partitioning [2], originally proposed for uniform
8-PSK and 64-QAM, can be extended to asymmetric 16-QAM
constellations as shown in Figs. 10(b) and 1(b). The first
partitioning level is realized with block partitioning while the
other partitionings are done with Ungerboeck partitioning.
The theoretical analysis of this scheme follows the same lines
as [2] and Section III. The required at is
calculated as a function of in Fig. 12. The component codes
selected are the (64, 18, 22), (64, 16, 24), (64, 36, 12), and (64,
57, 4) ex-BCH codes, with an overall code rate .
In this case, two levels of error correcting capability are obtained
with a relatively small proportion of MIB well protected for
large enough. Note that the derived bounds at levels 2–4 are
not very tight, because of the large multiplicity at the second
level and the associated error propagation to third and fourth
decoding stages. Consequently, the actual required is
about dB better than that plotted in the figure.
C. Upper Bounds on BER with Hybrid-II Partitioning
While both block and hybrid-I partitionings with QAM sig-
naling follow the same analyses as those derived in Section III
for PSK signaling, new considerations have to be brought to hy-
brid-II partitioning for QAM signaling. Compared with block
partitioning (see Table II), hybrid-II partitioning has a larger av-
erage error coefficient at the first level (1 versus 0.5), but has
both a smaller average error coefficient and a larger intra-set
distance at the second level. This implies that a weaker code
can be used at the second level of the hybrid-II partitioning, and
therefore allows to assign more information bits. As a result,
hybrid-II partitioning achieves larger proportion of MIB at the
cost of a degradation in error performance.
1) First Decoding Stage: Again, and without loss of gener-
ality, assume that the all-zero codeword is transmitted at the first
level, and due to the symmetry of the labeled constellation with
respect to the second level, consider that the all-zero codeword
is also transmitted at the second level. Recall that for multistage
Fig. 12. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 16-QAM and
parameter  : hybrid-I partitioning.
decoding, any -tuple is a valid candidate codeword at the re-
maining levels. Let denote the Hamming weight of a decoded
codeword . Then, at the first-stage decoder, defines
-dimensional decision hyperplanes again consisting of either
- or -coordinate axes from two-dimensional spaces.
Assume that among the corresponding symbols,
symbols are transmitted as “0011,”
symbols are transmitted as “0000,” and symbols
as “0010” or “0001.” Note that there exist possibili-
ties of signal point selections among “0010” and “0001.” Due
to the symmetry of the points “0010” and “0001” with respect
to the - and -coordinate axes, assume first, without loss
of generality, that all the signal points are trans-
mitted as “0010.” The corresponding symbols are associated
with dimensions obtained from a combination of
- and -coordinate axes. Consider the -dimensional hyper-
plane formed from -coordinate axes
and -coordinate axes with respect to “0010.”
Then the SED between the transmitted signal sequence and this
-dimensional hyperplane can be written as [2]
(19)
At the first-stage decoder, we have possibilities of
choosing values among “0001” and “0010,” each
defining a distinct hyperplane. Also, since both “0000” and
“0011” have two nearest neighboring decision regions [see
Fig. 10(c)], we have corresponding distinct hyperplanes
associated with these two labels. Considering all the combi-
nations of variables , , and which define error events,
the corresponding union bound provides the following upper
bound on the BER associated with the first decoding stage:
(20)
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where
(21)
2) Second Decoding Stage: A similar approach provides an
upper bound on , the bit-error probability associated with
the second decoding stage. After observing that signal points
labeled by “01xx” can be at three possible distances from the
decision line in Fig. 10(c) (namely ,
, and ), the union bound provides
(22)
where
(23)
and
(24)
3) Third and Fourth Decoding Stages: The bit-error proba-
bility for the third and fourth decoding stages of the 16-QAM
constellations with hybrid-II partitioning are the same as that of
block partitioning given by (18). Finally, (9) is readily extended
to the four-stage decoding case to include error propagation.
D. Approximation Techniques for the First Stage of Hybrid-II
Partitioning
With the arguments of Section III-G based on Pythagoras’
theorem, (21) can be approximated by
(25)
where
(26)
and
(27)
The value can be viewed as the average number
of nearest neighbors with respect to the SED in the un-
derlying constellation of Fig. 10(c). Hence (25) follows by ap-
plying Pythagoras’ theorem from Fig. 10(c) to the -dimen-
sional space associated with the error event of weight consid-
ered. Although not exact, this approach provides a simple and
tight approximation as for PSK constellations. This bound is re-
ferred to as the approximated bound in the following.
Equations (21) and (25) generally provide loose upper bounds
even at moderate SNR if the minimum Hamming distance of
the first level component code is relatively large. This is due to
the fact that the overlappings of the decision regions considered
previously not only are nonnegligible, but also correspond to
correct decisions, as suggested from Fig. 10(c). Define
as
(28)
Given that the signal point “0011” is transmitted, the proba-
bility of making an error in the two-dimensional space becomes
. Note that, in the argument of (21), the nearest
neighbor is counted as two by ignoring the overlap of erroneous
decision regions, and thus the probability of error in two-dimen-
sional space is . Since corresponds to error events at dis-
tance in the two-dimensional space, the effective number of
nearest neighbors can be viewed as in this case. Con-
sidering such signal points, the corresponding effective error
coefficient can be expressed as . The same argu-
ments apply to the signal point “0000,” although the contribu-
tion to the bound is much smaller. As a result, (25) can be re-
placed by the following equation
(29)
in (20). This bound gives a tighter approximated bound, espe-
cially at low SNR, and is called improved approximated bound
in the following.
E. Results for Hybrid-II Partitioning
The bounds derived in the previous section are compared
with simulation results, and subsequently, the performance of
the proposed partitioning is discussed based on the bounds.
Consider a coded asymmetric 16-QAM constellation and, as
component codes, the (64, 10, 28) ex-BCH code for the first
level, the (64, 45, 8) ex-BCH code for second level, the (64, 36,
12) ex-BCH code for third level, and the (64, 36, 12) ex-BCH
code for fourth level. The overall rate of this multilevel code is
bits/symbol.
In Fig. 13, simulation results of the first-stage decoder are
compared with (20) based on (21), (25), and (29), respectively.
It is observed that, whereas the first two bounds are loose (about
2 dB away at ), the improved approximated bound is
quite tight. Simulation results for all the levels are depicted in
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Fig. 13. Upper bounds and simulation results for first-stage decoding:
symmetric 16-QAM constellation and hybrid-II partitioning.
Fig. 14. Upper bounds and simulation results for a symmetric 16-QAM
constellation and hybrid-II partitioning (IAB: improved approximated bound).
Fig. 14 and compared with the best bounds or approximations
derived in Sections IV-C and IV-D.
In Fig. 15, the required to achieve , where
bounds are sufficiently tight, is calculated as a function of .
The component codes are the same as above. For small , all
the four levels show virtually the same performance because of
the error propagation from the first (and second) level(s). On the
other hand, it can be observed that the first and second levels
require smaller at a constant BER, as gets larger,
while the performance of the third and fourth levels deteriorate.
Finally, it should be noted that the 16-QAM coded modu-
lation schemes with approximately 2 bits/symbol discussed
in this section are only for illustration of the tightness of
the bounds introduced. That is, this does not preclude the
use of a 16-QAM coded modulation scheme with UEP and
3 bits/symbol. In order to increase bandwidth efficiency,
it is clear that component codes of larger rates need to be
selected, compared to the above cases. This naturally results
in relatively weaker error protection capabilities for a given
signal constellation. However, this problem can be overcome
by again considering asymmetry in the signal constellations.
Fig. 15. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 16-QAM and
parameter  : hybrid-II partitioning.
Fig. 16. Required E =N at P = 10 with nonuniform 16-QAM and
parameter  : block partitioning (2.953 125 bits/symbol).
As an example, the required at has been
depicted in Fig. 16 for block partitioning, with a reference of
uncoded 8-AMPM constellation. The component codes are
(64, 30, 14) ex-BCH code, (64, 39, 10) ex-BCH code, (64, 57,
4) ex-BCH code, and (64, 63, 2) ex-BCH code, respectively,
and the overall rate is 2.953 125 bits/symbol. Even with higher
rate codes, powerful UEP capabilities can be maintained by
choosing proper constellation parameters. This observation
further supports the advantages of the multilevel coding with
asymmetric modulation and multistage decoding.
V. CONCLUSION
Multilevel coded modulation with multistage decoding
and UEP capabilities have been discussed and analyzed, in
conjunction with asymmetry in the signal constellations, to
provide more flexibility to the coding scheme. Three types of
partitionings have been considered. To illustrate the design
guidelines, a theoretical analysis on the bit-error probabilities
for 8-PSK and 16-QAM signaling over the AWGN channel
has been presented. Upper bounds by union bound arguments
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have been derived for each partitioning strategy. The upper
bounds are very tight for block partitioning, but become loose
in some cases for other hybrid-type partitionings, mainly due
to important overlappings of decision regions. To overcome
this problem, a tighter simple approximation technique has
been proposed. The resulting approximated bounds are tight
and, in conjunction with the union bound, can closely predict
the performance of multistage decoding of multilevel codes
designed from asymmetric constellations. The additional
degrees of freedom introduced by the asymmetries provide
further refinements which become useful in matching UEP
channel coding with hierarchical source coding.
Although this paper focuses on asymmetric 8-PSK and
16-QAM constellations with certain degrees of regularity, the
general code constructions and the associated performance
analyzes presented can be extended to many more general and
arbitrary signaling constellations.
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